COMPAGNIE SOUS X

No visa for this country
FICTIONAL TRAVELLING SHOT IN AN URBAN LANDSCAPE
SITE-SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE

Compagnie sous X (X/©ie) - www.compagniesousx.com - contact@compagniesousx.com
Artistic contact: Alix Denambride / + 33 618 113 135
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Distribution

The team

Writer and stage director: Alix Denambride
Assistant director and image-maker: Olivier Villanove
Sound artist and image-maker: Christophe Modica
Sound track composer: Jean-Christophe Scottis
Stage manager: Gildas Masse
Artistic adviser: Jonathan Sutton
Dancers: Sandrine Julien & Barbara Sarreau
Digital development: Jacques Pupponi (Intuitive Travel)

Duration of the performance
1h. This performance can take place during the day or at night.

Audience Capacity
50 persons (limited audience capacity). Two performances per day.

PARTNERS

Funding Authors society SACD and French Ministry of Culture DGCA Writing grant:

«Ecrire pour la rue 2013» / Creation residency supported by the French Ministry of Culture and
Communication / Fiacre (international mobility grant) by the French Rhone-Alpes Region /
Authors society SACD «Auteurs d’espaces 2015»

Co-production La Paperie (National Street Arts Center) in Saint-Barthélémy- d’Anjou /
Le Citron Jaune (National Street Arts Center) in Port-Saint-Louis-du-Rhône / Les Usines Boinot
(National Street Arts Center) in Niort

With the support of Hors Limite(s) (Creation Centre) in Besançon / La Fabrique
Sonore in Aubervilliers / La Faiar (higher education programme for arts in public spaces) in
Marseille / La Cité des Arts de la Rue in Marseille

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT

N

o Visa for this Country is a fictional trip through an urban landscape. Each
audience member walks with headphones. He/she hears the story about the
disappearance of a woman called Jeanne.

Jeanne has disappeared.

Her face is exposed on missing person
posters on walls around the city.

Yet she seems to remain present.

Her silhouette appears through the
uncanny figures of men and women,
dressed like her, all wearing the same hat
that Jeanne wore on Friday, September
30, when she disappeared.

She gives signs of her presence, an impalpable and fugitive
womanly figure

TOUR
30 July to 1 August 2014 at Passage Festival at Helsingor in Denmark
5 and 6 September 2014 at Festival Coup de Chauffe at Cognac
11 to 13 September at the Festival des Accroches Coeurs at Angers
23 and 24 May 2015 at L’Autre festival at Capdenac
18 to 21 August 2015 in the official programme of the International Aurillac Festival
24th September 2015 at Esplanade/Parvis de la Défense
26th September 2015 at Châtillon
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She reveals herself through messages
left on her answering machine, sometimes ordinary messages, sometimes
intimate, by those who knew or simply
crossed paths with her at one point or
another.

No Visa for this Country highlights the
paradox that the missing person poster
makes the missing person eminently present. He or she gradually becomes a multitude of traces in the city.

She exists through the voice of a narrator who symbolically speaks of her.

Alix Denambride
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The sound creation
The sound plunges each spectator
into Jeanne’s private world. He or she
enters in the absence of the missing person. Gradually, her absence becomes the
audience’s own. The headphones allow
individual immersion. The performance
is experienced as a form of shared urban
solitude in a crowded space. The group
of spectators, all wearing headphones,
enters an unusual state of mind while
walking through these spaces.

« Fortunately, there are crazy people living in liberty.»
Raymond Depardon, San Clemente

A FICTIONAL VOYAGE IN AN URBAN LANDSCAPE

N

o Visa for this Country explores a balance between sound design and creation of
images in the landscape, alternating narrative and choreographies of cowboys,
a journey combining walks, pauses, appearances and disappearances.

Halfway through the walk, the two
groups of spectators rejoin. At this point
a multitude of silhouettes from the West
appear. The appearance of cowboys in
the urban flow of the city-dwellers’ ballet becomes a fictional experience in the
everyday space. Their uncanny presence
erodes the boundaries between the real
and the imaginary. These silhouettes are
the symbolic representation of the desire
to see Jeanne, to see her in motion, but
also a manifestation of her own fragmentation, her disorientation. Gradually, the
audience gets into into the labyrinthine
space of Jeanne’s mind.

The choreographic score
At the beginning of the performance,
the audience is divided into two groups.
Each group follows a woman who could
be Jeanne. Each performer represents a
different projection of this female character, due to their respective ages and physical characteristics. Visible or invisible,
each personage draws multiple paths in
the city. Whenever these routes are interrupted, silent black holes seem to open
up within these shared spaces where
people pass each other without seeing
one another.
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Between music and noise, the sound
track, is composed of messages left on
answering machine, the voice of a narrator, acousmatic sounds, and melodic sections. These different materials create the soundscape of No Visa
for this Country. At times, the sound
recording also leaves room for the surrounding environment, the particular
atmosphere of the city. The city rustle
then rises through the silence, intimate
voices mingle with murmurs and urban
bodies. The story echoes with the visited
places and the pacing individuals (the
audience, users of the urban spaces, the
silhouettes of the West).

A travelling shot of urban
flows
IInspired by road movies, the distance
travelled by the audience is designed
as a travelling shot with intermediary
pauses, close-ups and wide shots where
silhouettes of men and women arise
from the landscape.
The performance’s use of sound puts
the audience in a state of listening
referencing a cinematic aesthetic, with
sound encompassing the spaces that
are traversed. With the audience becoming the camera, the eye becomes the
camera lens. Framing the shot, each
spectator freely choses the angle.
Jeanne has disappeared, yet what
really matters is not to find her.
Sometimes lost, the audience follows
this woman in her wandering and walks
in her footsteps. A journey which turns
out to be endless, a true inner experience and a one-way trip.
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THE STORY

The wandering
Wandering, noun
The action of searching for one’s direction, going astray.
The state of someone who is not fixed,
who wanders.
Action of going here and there at random, walking for long periods, travelling
at random without purpose or specific
direction in search of the ideal place to
live.
Psychotic state.

Physical and mental travel gradually
leads him/her into a dreamlike space,
filled with references indicating that
Jeanne is everywhere. Bit by bit, s/he is
submerged in a fictional narrative that
transgresses the frame of representation
to impose itself on his/ her reality. No
Visa for this Country is an invitation to
travel, the opening of a poetic breach in
everyday spaces.

Jeanne could be an exhausted young
mother, a woman with broken dreams,
crushed by her work, shaken by a separation, a teenage runaway, or a person
suffering from psychiatric disorders.
Jeanne’s disappearance remains a mystery.

AN in situ PROJECT

Why did she leave?

Silhouette of the West

Symptom of an individual’s inadaptability that leads them to commit social suicide, this disappearence seems to express
an interior need to leave, to walk and
live far away. Her response to a sclerotic
world is movement.

Few myths are more widespread in
Western culture than the cowboy, a kind
of wandering knight. Witness to the
deceptive nostalgia for a pastoral way of
life now long gone, he articulates a lost
connection between man and the natural
environment.

Faced with proliferating globalization,
do other spaces still exist, intermediate
spaces where we can live differently and
without visa?

When she disappeared, Jeanne was
wearing this legendary hero’s most well
known symbol. The cowboy hat manifests
an identity; it demonstrates belonging to
a world that is no more.

Have we not all, one day, aspired to give
up our lives for daring to live somewhere
else?

And, yet, paradoxically it remains the
symbol of a devouring Western civilization.

Is this also tangible or irrational?

A transmedia project

that appears on their phone with GPS
geolocation. This content, both audio and
visual, contributes to creating live of the
fiction outside the contexte of representation. These fictional elements involved in
disturbing the pre-conscious perception
of the audience.

Since the beginning of the project, I use
different media to interview the city on
its ghosts, its outsiders: those who are
part of the urban landscape and that we
don’t see.
A few weeks before the performance,
missing person posters are put up on
walls around the city, along with radio
announcements, and messages posted on
social networks. These ads communicate
a call for potential witnesses to Jeanne’s
disappearance or current whereabouts,
and include a phone number that people
can call. The day of the performance, the
city’s streets are suddenly animated by
strange figures with the same attribute
as the missing person: a cowboy hat.

Workshops for residents
The choreographic score involves input
from amateur participants and therefore
focuses first around meetings and presentations to various audiences interested
in participating in the project (theatre
workshops, social centres, country dancing clubs, etc). These workshops are
open to everyone, regardless of age.
During workshops, the score is constructed from simple movements, built around
both steps and immobility. The intention
is to bring the unique physicality of each
participant into play, in contrast with the
similarity of the cowboys’ silhouettes.

A smartphone application is also available for download on the stores. In each
of the places where the missing person
posters are put up, people who have
downloaded the application have content
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EXTRACTS OF THE TEXT

Where does she live?
What does she live?
Is she alone?
Does she still love?
Does she have memories?
Has she lost her memory?
Has she gone mad?
Has she lived through hell?
Does she sleep in the street?
Does this body occupy a place?
Perhaps she has abandoned this body?
Maybe she has left some bits of skin at random, and has gone elsewhere?
Is she dead?
Is she buried ?
Communal grave, burried with the destitute.
A fleeting silhouette, silent, omnipresent,
It is about Jeanne.

This is a process that interrogates presence, bodily awareness, and perspective.
The fundamental challenge is for participants to bring their own bodily states into
play in a public space.

infiltration on public spaces permits
coexistence between two types of spectators: the attending audience and the users
of the space in which the performance
unfolds. For the latter, the vision of these
strange urban cowboys resembles that of
an enigmatic ballet moving in silence surrounded by helmeted men and women.
The performance addresses the non-hatwearing-audience by opening up fictional
spaces in places that they otherwise perceive as ordinary.

The performance venue
No Visa for this Country favours spaces
of circulation : shopping streets, train or
bus stations and shopping malls. These
spaces both welcome and reject human
presence. Few other public or private
spaces play host to as many different
individuals. Both impersonal and eternal, places such as these emanate senses
of tranquillity as well as alienation. Once
inside, we no longer recall if we are alone
or not.

Does a place keep the traces of those who
have traversed it?
The landscape doesn’t speak.
Yet, the silhouette of Jeanne remains everywhere.
A woman bordering between two worlds,
in this mythical land that does not require
a visa.

Beep.
.... Jeanne? This is mom. It’s been a long
time since we’ve heard from you. Please call
us.
Beep.
...Jeanne? Jeanne?
...Jeanne? Jeanne? Shit, what’s going on?
Where the fuck are you?
Goddammit, answer this fucking phone!
I think you should call me, Jeanne. I know
you’re somewhere. I know you’ll call, I’m
sure..

In the West, there is a multitude of solitudes.
A multitude of men and women wearing
hats.
Individuals travelling through their lives.
Always on the road somewhere with the
same hat.
Jeanne is amongst them, each of them.
We are witnessing the disintegration of the
body of Jeanne, her proliferation,
her dismemberment, her decline, her dispersion in time and space.
Jeanne who is somewhere in the West.

Beep.
... Jeanne, you remember the house? You
know, the little house in the middle of the
forest? Well, it was destroyed.
Do you remember when we played there
when we were kids?
We used to hide in this forest all the time.

In No Visa for this Country, the relationship performance / audience is multi-faceted and played in different places.
There are volunteers who are an integrated part of the performance. Their
10
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Charente libre the 09/05/2014
Cognac : beware of false missing person posters
The posters have flowered since thursday evening in the city center of Cognac
«Disappearance Notice».
Jeanne, a young woman «of 1m60, slim build, shoulder length hair,» disappeared without
leaving an address, according to the ten warning signs plastered, accompanied by a photo.
There is something to be caught even if some clues for doubt: «She wore a cowboy hat» and
walks «with certainly empty suitcase.»
Everything is wrong: the artist Alix Denambride, creator of No visa for this country has chosen
this very provocative ploy to talk about his performance programmed on Coup de Chauffe, the
festival of street arts which held up Sunday at Cognac.
The young woman [...] speaks of an artistic approach. «When I did that in bigger cities like
Marseille, I have not received any calls,» says one who plastered his own mobile number on the
poster. «I put my picture on the poster I plastered down my own home. I passed every day and
nobody reacted. «
In Cognac, however, it has already started to react.

The Figaro the 10/13/2014
Controversy surrounding a wave of false disappearances

PRESS REVIEW

In several cities in recent days appeared false missing person posters. Besides the same
phone number, all the «disappeared» exercise a profession in the world of show. The
coincidence seems to designate an action of intermittents who protest against the reform of
their status.

The Sud Ouest the 09/05/2014
Alix Denambride invites to an unusual and sound travel
CREATION No Visa for this Country written and directed by the young woman, is the first
performance of the festival to be discovered this afternoon.
Jeanne disappeared. This is the starting point for No Visa for this Country. From there, Alix
Denambride offers to take the audience on a travel to the unusual and sound, an urban walk. [...]

[...] On the occasion of Coup de Chauffe, the festival of street arts of the city, Alix Denambride
had plastered some false missing person posters of Jeanne. Working on the theme of the rumor,
she pointed to the Charente Libre than when she stuck his posters in big cities like Marseille,
nobody had noticed the posters, no one had called the home phone number that she had
registered.

Magazine IN SITU (Inrockuptibles/Lieux Publics) the 04/22/2015

Destination unknown
Make no mistake about it. If we share in the footsteps of Jeanne, we are not here in a thriller.
The purpose of Alix Denambride is rather to take in an unusual journey. Unusual because if the
public is certain to leave the conservatory courtyard, we have here, to keep all the flavor of
surprise, silencing the destination. One site that is often common obligation, but far from exotic,
spaces that are not dreaming and even a little sad if we look well and in which the journey will
discover aspects of habit hidden or unknown. [...]
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Emerging spaces #3: art and audience’s engagement
The imagination of the locals is also important for Alix Denambride.
In No Visa for this Country, she acts in the space of a commercial centre – this public space
which is, in fact, not public at all. Alix puts up a story of a missing woman, including her
Facebook profile and « missing » posters around the area a few days before the event. [...] Tracks
and narratives overlap, the ghosts and the missing – the invisible gone visible.
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Compagnie sous X

BACKGROUND TIMELINE
November 2011

November 2012

Working on an initial soundtrack with the
artist Christophe Modica.

Desire to work on the news item and
rumours. Vision of a cowboy walking
through St Charles train station in Marseille.
Desire to install moving silhouettes from
the West in urban flows.

December 2012

Recording Jeanne in Lavera. Connecting
Jeanne’s telephone line.

January 2012

Documentary research around the news
item. First experiments around the news
item and the rumour in a bar in Audincourt
during the workshop “C’est nous concret
and do it” with the Théâtre de l’Unité.

January 2013

Creation of an email address and
Facebook page in the name of Jeanne
Canary.

February 2013

Choreographic work with volunteers at
country dancing clubs. First experiments
with collage of missing person posters’
of Jeanne outside my home on the Rue
d’Aubagne in Marseille.

February 2012

Desire to play with my own
disappearance. Desire to create an itinerary
inspired by road movies.

March 2012

Experiments involving drifting and
shadowing with a media device during
the workshop «So far, so close» at the
Chartreuse of Villeneuve-lès-Avignon
directed by Xavier Boissarie.

March 2013

Announcement of Jeanne’s disappearance
on Radio Grenouille (Marseille). Public
presentation during the Panoramas des
Chantiers of FAI AR at the Grand Littoral
mall in Marseille. Broadcast of the fictional
story on Radio Grenouille 88.8 (Marseille).
Broadcast on Radio Canut 102.2 (Lyon).

July 2012

Documentary research around drifting.
Experiments with radio and sound creations
during the workshop «The fictitious ear»
with Julie Demuer and Christophe Modica.
Birth of Jeanne at the Lavera petrochemical
factory at Martigues. First drifts, walking,
and shooting of Jeanne’s silhouette wearing
a cowboy hat in an apocalyptic landscape.

November 2013

Residency from 18 to 26 November at
Hors Limite (s) - Association NA (Place
mark) in Besancon. Choreographic
explorations at the train station and the
covered market.

August 2012

April 2014

First writing residency at Hostellerie
of Ance at Pontempeyrat. Research of
iconography containing silhouettes in
various landscapes. Walking drifts with
Jeanne in Marseille’s Quartiers Nord.

Residency from 14 to 27 April at the
Paperie (National Street Arts Center) in
Saint-Barthélémy d’Anjou, at Espace Anjou
Géant Casino (Commercial Center).

May / June 2014

Residency from May 21 to June 6, 2014
at the Citron Jaune (NSAC) in Port-SaintLouis-du-Rhône in the Camargue.

September 2012

Collecting information (meetings and
interviews) with a sailors’ club, S.O.S.
Voyageur and the Morts de la Rue collective
around the themes of wandering and
disorientation.

September 2014

Residency from August 30 to September 4,
2014 at the Usines Boinot (NSAC) in Niort

October 2012

Video recordings of different cowboys in
different corners of the globe (Iran, Iceland,
Haiti, Mexico, Korea). Recording Jeanne in
Madagascar.
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Founded by Alix Denambride (Stage
Director and Performer), the Compagnie
sous X was created with the desire to
understand the performing arts as a multiple identity, a space of free exchange
and of artistic and human encounters.

As a group of variable participants, the
Compagnie sous X is in the process of multiplying its collaborations with artists from
different backgrounds (actors, dancers,
musicians, sound and visual artists, etc) to
create collective shows that enhance the
respective sensitivities and knowledge of
each participant.
Compagnie sous X is also increasingly
interested in sharing performance locations as well as adapting to different spaces.
Projects developed thus far have made use
of theatre stages, as well as non-traditional
performance spaces.

Piloting a plural aesthetic devoted to
new languages, the Compagnie sous X
intends to explore different forms of
theatre through writing and staging. Its
primary interest is the research of the
tipping point between fiction and reality.

THE TEAM

Alix Denambride
Writer, stage director and
performer
Born in 1983, Alix studied arts and
literature at university. She wrote her MA
thesis on depictions of political and social
realities in post-war American theatre under
the direction of Francis Guinle.

la coupeuse de feu. In 2012, she collaborated
with choreographer Mark Tompkins (Cie
IDA) in Opening Night: A Vaudeville.
In 2011, attracted by the dynamics of
creative scenarios written specifically for
the public space, she joined the fourth class
of FAIAR, Advanced Studies in Itinerant
Street Art in Marseille. During her eighteen
months of training, Alix worked with the
Théâtre de la Cité (Florence Michel André
and Lloret), Théâtre Nomade (Mohamed El
Hassouni), le Théâtre de l’Unité (Jacques
Livchine and Hervée De Lafond) Orbe (artist
and game designer Xavier Boissarie), Trans
Express (Brigitte Burdin and Gilles Rhode),
Deuxième Groupe d’Intervention (Ema
Drouin), Carnage Productions (Stéphane
Filloque), Julie Demuer, Christophe Modica,
the National Agency of Urban Psychoanalysis
(Laurent Petit), Theater Titanick (Clear
Howells), and l’Agence Tartar(e), among
others. She graduated in April 2013 with her
project No Visa for this Country. RMB© then
became the Compagnie sous X (X/Cie).

At the same time, Alix studied drama at
the conservatory and obtained her theatre
studies degree with honors after writing and
performing Khimaira ou les Métalorphoses
d’un Fou. She studied drama with various
artists and teachers including Philippe
Clément, Guy Naigeon Cyril Tournier,
Alexandre Del Perugia, Laurence Mayor, and
Yves-Noël Genod.
In 2009, she founded the RMBC («Royal
Magic Beans Company») and staged Et mon
tout est un homme, a collective project
based on Shakespeare’s Richard III. At the
same time, she makes performance-events
, a topic she studied with stage directors
Pierre Kuentz, Philippe Mangenot, and Emilie
Guigen.
As she wished to direct, she became
assistant to the stage director Eric Massé
(Compagnie des Lumas) in a 2010 production
of Shakespeare’s Macbeth in which she also
performed. In 2011, she was the assistant
of Angelique Clairand in the same company
for a documentary-performance : Tupp’ ou
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Gildas Masse
Stage manager and sound
manager
After a BTS in electronics, he follows in
2000 a training of sound manager to CFPTS
at Bagnolet.
In 2001, he became sound and stage
manager and works regularly in the Nantes
area, with l’Onyx/La Carrière, the modern
music concert hall Paul Fort, the jazz and
improvised music scene Pannonica, and
l’Olympic become Stereolux (contemporary
music and digital practices).

Sandrine Julien
Dancer

Barbara Sarreau
Dancer

Olivier Villanove
Assistant director

Sandrine Julien works regularly with
Véronique Larcher on notions of the anatomy
of movement and contemporary dance, with
Anna Rodriguez, Theatre Movement, the
Mossoux-Compassion Company, Deuxième
Groupe d’Intervention, and has also had the
opportunity to work with Emilio Calcagno
(Prejlocaj Company) during its formation.

After studies at the Conservatory, she
joined the National Choreographic Center
of Créteil and the Maguy Marin company in
productions of May Be, Cortex, Watterzoï and
Ram Dam.

In 2001, he founded the Passeurs de contes
collective with which he has presented
storytelling evenings in Bordeaux.

Her choreographic language exists outside
the pre-existing forms and articulates
itself between three principal areas: premovement, gravity and space (the body and
its environment).

In 2003, he is sound engineer for Erik Sanka
in the show Gratuit pour une fille and takes
care of the stage management of L’affaire
sardine. From 2007 to 2010, he composes,
for the company Sultan Bacchus, the sound
creation of l’Infernale comédie and On a cloné
Baudelaire. In 2011, he accompanies on the
piano the singer ML Nko. In October 2013,
he hosts the show Edredon by the company
les Incomplètes. This meeting will be the
beginning of their collaboration.

Christophe Modica
Sound artist and imagemaker
From 1994 to 1996, Christophe was press
photographer in the Sud Reporter agency. He
has since produced numerous documentaries,
photographic works and sound or radio
creations.

Since May 2014, he joined the company
Royal de luxe.

From 2011 to 2012 he was artist in
residence at la Friche la Belle de Mai Marseille
for work in sounds and images on the
question of labour and social ties. Between
2010 and 2013, he produced many sound
walks in Marseille and Istanbul, and recently
for the Sound Walk project supported by
Radio Grenouille during Marseille-Provence
European Capital of Culture 2013. In July
2012, he taught on the theme of sound and
media in public space for three weeks at the
FAIAR in Marseille.

In parallel, he is interested in programming,
video and mapping, sensors, nanocomputers
and their use in the show and in installations.
En 2001, il devient régisseur son et régisseur
général et travaille depuis régulièrement,
dans la région nantaise, pour la salle
conventionnée danse l’Onyx/La Carrière, la
salle de musiques actuelles Paul Fort, la scène
jazz et musiques improvisées Pannonica,
et l’Olympic devenu Stereolux (musiques
actuelles et pratiques numériques).

In his work, Christophe Modica examines
the question of intimacy. Formally, his work,
whether photographic, cinematographic or
audio, tries to account for these equilibriums
in movement and the porous borders
between genres and arts. He works with
individuals and on intimate stories of life: his
own research is always anchored in reality
before gradually distancing itself.
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In 2005, he won two grand prizes at la
maison du conte in Chevilly-Larue with
an extract from his show Les dessous
urbains. He has expanded his practice to
include clown work, slamming, movement,
contemporary dance and performance. He
works with several collectives such as Via la
rue, Clown Sans Frontières or Opéra Pagaï.

At the National Choreographic Centre of
Aix-en-Provence she danced for the Angelin
Preljocaj’s Ballet Preljocaj Angelin in Parade,
Noces, Le spectre de la rose, Roméo et Juliette,
le Petit Essai and Paysage après la bataille.
She became the ballet’s pedagogical directo,
and also started teaching contemporary
dance classes at the Conservatory of Aix-enProvence.

In 2009, during research for his
performance, Ta bouche que j’aime tant
embrasser, est-ce que tu peux la fermer ?,
he founded the Agence de Géographie
Affective with Thierry Lafollie, draftsmancartographer.

In 1998, she founded the SB03 association,
which proposes projects designed for the
stage or urban spaces.
Between 2009 and 2013, she worked with
Lawrend de Richemond ((Mon corps est nul,
Les Larmes rentrées), Franck Dimeck (les
Schadokx Forever), the Company Ici Même
(Marches les yeux fermés), Marco Becherini
(Shérazade), Jany Jeremy (Stars on Stairs),
Emmanuel Bech (Perceval), Didier Faure
(l’Endroit Chut), the Groupe Sansdiscontinu
(Burn Out of Pascale Bongiovanni).

In 2011, he joined the Fai Ar in Marseille.
In 2013, he began several adventures:
Development of the Agence de Géographie
Affective and the establishment of an artistic
partnership between Marseille and Tehran.

Jean-Christophe Scottis
Musician
In 1991 he met Alain Gruttadauria, a
choreographer. Since then, the two have
collaborated on Extrême désir, Loup, es-tu là
?, L’attrape rêve, Poison and S.D.2.R.
In Avignon he met the actor Philippe
Caubère, with whom he worked in France for
nine years, and also worked on the sound for
eight films.
In the Winter of 2010, he worked with
Michèle Noiret on the show Hôtel Folia.
Since then he has continued his artistic
collaborations with Alain Gruttadauria as well
as other artists, including Alix Denambride.
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TECHNICAL requirements
Work schedule
- In advance : a site visit of the space is imperative in order to
define the route. This will be done as early as possible with all of the
representatives of the company and the organiser, including their technical
representatives.
- Approximately 7 days prior: Workshops with volunteers consisting of
four 4 hour sessions, which may be conducted on a weekend, both indoors
and at the performance place.
Installation of the rumour: missing person posters on radio and in local
press, social networks as well as the city’s walls.
- Three days prior: Rehearsal on site with volunteers and two dancers.
- Two days prior: Run-through on site with everybody.
- One day prior: Dressed rehearsal on site with everybody.
- D-Day: Preparation ahead of the performance. Everybody must be in
the performance venue one hour before the beginning of the performance.

Technical Summary
Stage manager contact:
Gildas Masse + 33 625 060 929
				masse.gildas@gmail.com

Technical and staff requirements
› Preparation of different spaces:
- A dance studio for the workshop
- A dressing room for the volunteers and their costumes/possessions near
to the performance venue
- A room for storage and recharging the electric batteries: at least 2x16A
sockets are required.
- Near to the performance venue, two places to distribute headphones to
the audience members and retrieve them afterwards: 50 headphones for
50 people (a deposit is required: identity card, insurance card, driving
license, etc). Two separate places are required because the performance
involves two separate groups.
> Staff:
- Before the performance: 2 people to greet audience members and
facilitate the distribution of headphones at the start of each walk.
- During the performance: The same people must remain near the
equipment to keep an eye on it as well as holding onto the deposit
materials.
- After the performance: these people recover headphones and return their
deposits to audience members.
- The stage director will plan on a pre-performance briefing with this staff.
> Technical equipment:
- For the walking portion of the performance, we employ a wireless system
for which we provide the equipment. For the performance’s finale, we will
require a battery-powered sound system.
> The sound creation:
There is a danish version of the sound creation. For all other languages, a
translation and a new record will be made.

Duration: 1h.
Schedule: This performance can be played by day or by night. Insofar
as we are working in urban flows, we will request that its daily users
continually occupy the performance’s venue.
The total number of the audience: 50 persons (limited audience
capacity) but it’s possible to perform twice a day (100 persons).
The members of the company on tour: 5 people
Description of the device: The performance takes place with headphones.
The audience must sign-up in advance in order to facilitate equipment
availability. A meeting time and place is given to each audience member.
During the performance, two groups depart simultaneously from two
different places and meet in the middle of their respective itineraries. At
each initial rendezvous point, the audience, divided into groups of 25
people, equipped with headphones.
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Contact
Artistic contact:
Alix Denambride / + 33 618 113 135
contact@compagniesousx.com
Stage manager contact:
Gildas Masse / + 33 625 060 929
masse.gildas@gmail.com
Compagnie sous X (X/©ie)
http://www.compagniesousx.com
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